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Volume XCIV
A.
: ; " y :; by Ray Bules
Acy ' Jackson,. ' Associate ; Dean of
Students and Director of Wooster's Career
Planning and Placement Service since 1972,
wiU leave Wooster March 20th to assume
new duties as Director of the Career Center
.
at Colgate University. '" .:
"We really regret losing Acy," noted Dean
of Students Ken Plusquellec, adding that
Jackson has "taken what was a very limited
placement program and-expande- d it to
u - include the whole educational process...to
.: help students make decisions about their
futures." : ;-- -" J . ;. . .vJ At Colgate, Jackson will report to the
r: Dean , of Students; his- - position, - by : his ;
j- - - choice, will not involve a deanship. , - j,
:- -
'-
-r "Colgate," Jackson remarked, "is a larger
"'; institution and I want to concentrate solely
--
. on career planning." He has already turned
down an invitation to coach Colgate's track
.
; team upon his arrival. : .. ;..
" Plusquellec and Jackson agree that the
Colgate position is an "excellent"
opportunity. Jackson added that he was
"impressed" by - Colgate's ; educational
; program, which ; he . described as "very
- innovative." " -- :' Y,'':", -
Jackson hopes to try some "new things"
at Colgate; he will be working with a new
: : .f college president, a new dean of students,'
,
- and a nev Director of Development-
-
: ' '
--
.Colgate also has a limited graduate
program, including an M.A. program in
' teaching and graduate study in most -
departments, which wiU offer Jackson a
.. further challenge. '"-'- . .".':-- .
. Leaving Wooster was a "very, very
difficult" decision 'for , --Jackson, who --
; described his experience here as "very
i' good." - v. ';..;.' ""
"I have been most impressed," he added, .'
; by the level of support CPPS has received ,
'-
- from " faculty, . students, and particularly
A';-- i
,
'
. j
-
-
Mike Petrella
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Peitirslla, IKowami To
Jackson Accepts New Job
administrators-witho- ut whonrwe couldn't
. do much.. .the support was there with Dr.
Drushal and has been reinforced by Henry
' Copeland."
.
"
.
Jackson termed the relatively free rein his
office has been given by the administration
here as "one. of the most exciting things
about Wooster. The limitations that have
been placed upon us are not
oppressive. ;.they're reasonable given in
terms of budgetary administration., . --
V CPPS as we know is did not exist prior to
Jackson's arrival here in 1972. According to
Plusquellec, the office was previously a
"placement operation that... serviced
students, helping them get job interviews."
Jackson added that when he took over
from former Dean of Men Howard King, the
office was "largely -- a placaement
arrangemenL..scheduling recruiting." He ;:
"felt strongly 'that we needed more tie-j- n
between career development and academic
programming.more " career counseling
than placement servicing." r .
:-
-' Students at that "time ; agreed with
Jackson's activist' stance; he described
Student response to CPPS' new directions
in 1972 as "it's about thne-- we deserve this
service!" Despite initial uncertainty on the
part of facility members as to whether
CPPS represented- - the encroachment of
"vocationalism" into the liberal arts, the
program was a success from the beginning. --
Jackson recalled that in the early years of '
CPPS, - students "made lots of definite
demands" as to what they wanted the-servic- e
to become. Many of those demands
were incorporated into the present system.
' Over the past few years, Jackson noted,
CPPS has earned the respect of previously
skeptical faculty members. He agrees that a
Elberal arts college such as Wooster should
.
not bend to the adoption of a vocational
' ; continued on page 6 ';-- " : ',--
J
" J
. '"
v
Number 16
SGA
: In a light voter turnout Wednesday, Mike PetreHa was elected President of S.G.A. Carol"
Rowan narrowly captured the Vice-Presidenc- y. -- ; ,- -
- Debbie Buettner was elected Secretary and Carol Surbey (running unopposed)
Treasurer. The Social Affairs Committee will be headed by Beth Farnsworth, Financial
Affairs by Cindy Clark, and S.S.P.S. by John White (also unopposed)
Campus Council Members-At-Larg- e will include Nancy Duncan, Irene korsak, and Blake
--.Moore.-.;-.
The closest race was for the Vice-Presidenc- y; Carol Rowan defeated Felix Berry by only
14 votes. George Crisci trailed by 122.
.
Big winners .-inc- luded Clark, who defeated Ross Compton, 581-19- 5; Petrella, who
triumphed over Cindi Meister, 637-28- 4; Farnsworth, who won over Jonathan Seaton, 495-23- 6;
and Buettner, who bested Michaele Tarver, 465-28- 9. '
Duncan led Campus Council vote-getter- s with 522 votes, followed by Korsak (433),
Moore (400), Jeff Pepper (324), Charlie Hebble (273), and Jim Everett (261). .
A
- Carol Rowan. Photos by Barb Bolton. -- '
Admissions Policy Reviewed
: : ?".'. by Tracey Dils
Greg Bryant, Admissions officer,
- reported that he had mixed reactions to the
recent student demonstration calling for a
r-''m-
ore active recruitment of blacks and other
minorities at the College of Wooster. While
he applauds the effort and thought behind
such action, Bryant is dubious about its
sincerity. . '
Too many students who are concerned
about the situation, Bryant claims, are
unaware that the faculty and administration
share their concern. The admissions office
is, according to Bryant, "making every effort
to recruit,
.
admit and financially assist
qualified black students." Currently, the
admission office is shooting to create a '
student population that is ten per cent black
in each of the upcoming classes, with a long
range goal of having blacks make up ten per
cent of the entire student body.
In . order to , meet these goals, the --
Admissions office is utilizing diverse
methods. While the current enrollment is,
admittedly, discouraging, efforts are
continuing to improve the situation for the
prospective black student. This Saturday,
the Admissions office is sponsoring a "Look
at . Wodster Day" particularly for
prospective black students. In addition, the --
College is subscribing to a National Search
Program, a program which enables colleges
to better reach desirable students. Bryant
also stated that Admissions is tapping -
resources in the Alumni Office, encouraging
Black. Wooster graduates to contact
prospective students. Bryant emphasized
that recruitment has always and will
continue to take place in metropolitan areas
that contain heavy black populations.
Bryant cited several problems in Black
enrollment. First, financially, the College of
Wooster is not always attractive. In
addition, the faculty and administration only
contains nine blacks, a situation which is not
a desirable one for the incoming Black
student. Finally, The situation here at the
college for blacks and minorities is not a
particularly comfortable one at the present
time.
In order to alleviate the final problem,
Bryant calls for an end to racism here at the
college by both Blacks and Whites. "It is
inconsistent," said Bryant, "for a group of
white students to demand more blacks if
there is not a move towards better relations
on campus. Wooster students have to
"clean up their own house" in order to make
the college an attractive situation for
incoming black students.
: -
"
..
-
-
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For An Effective Educational Program
Core Program Meeded
- The proposal of a core curriculum at Wooster is long overdue. Such a program
is necessary if we are to be able to call ourselves truly "liberally educated." It
should be implemented as soon as is possible, and feasible.
One caution: the important concept of a core curriculum should not
degenerate into a series of structured classes on the "Great Books." Education
should not be merely a process by which professors and students exchange
random facts for fifty minutes a day, a programmed process of input and output
Rather, if the core curriculum is to achieve its intent, it must prod students to
assemble the multitude of facts with which they are bombarded into coherent
theories and concepts and to test those concepts against others.
Drilling for subject matter alone and the spoonfeeding of long lists of individual
"facts", processes which prevail in a disturbing number of classes here, serve no
useful function besides being easy reference points for objective exams thatdon't realty measure whether the'student can think or not Seminars should be
incorporated into the core curriculum, preferably during the junior and senior
years, which enable the student to transcend artificial subject divisions and tie
together all the material he or she has learned. "
.
- The impact of Marx's writings, for example, is felt in the divisions of
Economics, Political Science, and Sociology, among others, and must be seen in
the larger perspective that general seminars would offer in order to be fully
understood. By the senior year, the student should have received a significant
amount of instruction geared to developing his or her ability to formulate clear,
cogent analyses of a given set of facts which spread across several traditional
"disciplines."
A few basic courses should be incorporated into any successful core
curriculum, including courses dealing with: '
Interpersonal Communication. Communication with others is central to the
student's personal confidence and the ability to test one's own beliefs and
theories against others'. The art of communication and the evaluation of others'
communicaiton is important to both education and employment Such
"
a course
is currently taught here and should be required of all students.
Conceptual Analysis. Before students can analyze concepts, they must
understand the nature of concepts and be able to differentiate between fact and
value-base- d statements.
.
Historical Analysis. A course designed to answer the "why questions of
history with emphasis also on critical interpretation of historical text
"Interpreting the American Experience," now taught here, is such a course.
In addition, some independent study each year should be required to
encourage critical thinking on the part of students. It is imperative that we not
confuse lectures and textbooks with stone tablets. ;
Current foreign language and religion requirements'sliould be retained- - it isimportant that we. all be at least conversant with these areas. . . -- ' ..... '.r.
In addition, the present distribution requirement should be increased to three
courses and the concentration to six. These course need not concern
themselves, however, with specific bits of knowledge, a science course for
.non-major-s, for example, might deal with the divergence between scientific and ;humanistic knowledge and perspectives in the seventeenth century and the
widening of that gap since. -
Ideally, the College might exercise more control over individual student
curriculum courses with innovations like the core program... and less in social
areas. It is important that students discover the great conceptual trends of history
in all areas, rather than being channeled into narrow, artificially defined subject
groups. A core curriculum is a good idea-l- ef s get some student input on it..if s
our education and our future. ... ,
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Core Program Proposed
by Don Snow . .... senior seminar to help students draw their
In tune with a nationwide shift in education together. While most proposals
would not add a oreat numhor rf rom tiroA
systematic education Wooster is presently courses (some of the core might take the
considering the adoption of a core program place of present requirements), a .core
in ite riinvnliim a fnmmrm cot nfrntiruc ' . DrOQTam WOLlld tTJ to imnrDUP the oA if-ati-nn
required of each student which would cover at Wooster y by providing a common
a basic introduction to the liberal arts experience Tor students in. some of their
education. studies and by making sure that certain
This addition to the curriculum is being elements of the liberal arts education were
considered because of a feeling in the included in the Wooster experience in some
College community that many students are . orderly, organized fashion.
presently leaving Wooster without having One problem with the
.
discussion
been exposed to all of the basic elements of presently taking place is that students have
a liberal arts education. While definitions of not made much input on the question of the
"liberal arts education" vary from person to curriculum, arid if there is to be student
. . . . . . ...1 1 1 Ivin. : ntl 1 xl Iperaun, ii seeiiia uioi a itrw ikuh. tiemenis ufu " T"" ' iu iane jjiav-- e suun. 11 15 ine
are common to most people's notions of . faculty which will make the final decisions on
what a good liberal arts education should the subject,, so faculty members need
present to students. students' comments and ideas. Most faculty
First., a well rounded education should members are interested in student opinions
expose students to the three basic divisions on the subject, especially if those opinions
.
of knowledge (as presently defined by the ' are thouqhtful ones, and most would --
Wooster curriculum), the . sciences and probably welcome the opportunity to
math, the humanities, and the social discuss the issue ,wJth students. What
Bi-ion- res Whilo tho mainr jHicttrihi itirvn. revision ttt WOOSterS Curriculum fihonlH
concentration system guarantees that every take place? -
student will spend at feast some time in each
.
I o be very specific, the best way to make
of the major areas,, it may not be true that ""P" on these questions is to stop and talk r
any two courses picked from the humanities: ' professors after-clas-s, 0 better yet,i
:---
-r4. .t-Lr- - n tki invite a faniltu nwmhor nr tun a Imvk nnUWW Oil OUCkJUaiC UlUlAJUkilUll IU UK J -- -' w WILIt
humanities as a whole, and the same may be several of your friends and spend some time
true of the other areas. For example, would discussing the questions in depth. While
a course in logic and one in music theory be decisions made about the curriculum will '
sufficient to make one aquainted with, let not affect students presently here," this is
alone well read in, a field which includes art, one area in which students can and should
t-- . . I 1 r 1 . 1 . mlA tUn. . ml . A - Lm..J :f .L . 1uieraiure, muaic ana mutn 01 line great ". n re-- n vun imuu u u icy are 10 oe aIt 1 1 I VAMA.! . .1 ..
It is easy to reach. agreement among So let's see both Kitteredge and Lowry-facult- y
members that the "great books' of packed with faculty members and students -
llWtam MilfiiM Minkf tn nlui s wi!U. rnU feV "the nPyt fm mid UJOolf C In tka nruA a!
in a core program, though it is much harder discussing this, you may . also wind up
to come to concensus about what those developing some other relationships. Take a .
great books should be. However, it does faculty member to lunch! ' ; -
seem that some knowledge of the way great
minds have treated central human , t 1 1r T A Iquestions over the centuries is an integral g clK6 133CK 1V DV! 'part of any liberal arts education. .. . . . .. - . . '
Though most students will run across vo" wruversiry or riormern oioraoo .;
some of these works in the maior. it sraduate has written to Colorado governor
appears to be rebtively easy to miss the "'cklmaslunghrm to revoke his degree
experience of great minds in other fields, because it has caused blue-colla- r employers
Not everyone should read Plato's Republic tormrunate against him.
or Tolstoy's War and Peace, but can a e James Conklin,i a 1972 '
student who has never heard of Plato, graduate wrote that when blue-colla- r
Socrates, Augustine, Galileo, Smith, employers ieam cm my cacKgrouna tney
Darwin, or Marx be considered liberally f to accept rrry applicaion . ,
educated? - Cinklin said his potential to make a
A few other issues are frequently a part of reasonable livelihood "has been greatly
" because of his degree. The letterany discussion of core programs. There is reducfd
some concern about whether or not the asks Lamm for a fuD and unconditional
present language requirement should be Pardon.
rhanotxi- - ami another issu w uhirh t nfton 1 3. 4-- U.xlj , r--yi 1 I I
raised is the place of the performing arts in .
the libera arts curriculum. Is some (CPSZNS)-T-he city of Eugene, Oregon,
appreciation of art, literature, or music to be found an alternative source of energy
woosier eaucanon, ana, u so, ougni mere quality marijuana to provide steam heat to
be some way to ensure that students will be downtown Eugene.-- .
exposed to these during their four years Thepot--8,0tX)pouixlsofThaisticks--w- as
.i - ... . .iraet.; , seucu m a indjor drug roia m SOUinem;,.
The specific proposals which are being Oregon early this month. Oregon's
m t i r a . - i. ua . . . hIIH1IV. 4'1WI HILIUW a VI ICUUIICU . Ud.lUCU IV IUU IWU VUU9 Will) UiK 91UIK .
! 1 UI 1 - il 9 a . ..acourses wnitn wouia miroauciions 10 ine ana aesiroy ine poi ana proauce neat at tne -
'
. l tJ I J T1. J I - . ma .. .inese core courses wouia oe-ceni- erea - i ne weea was mixed in a one-to-z- u ratxj -- v.
around tne great cooks pertinent to that with wood residues so that the smoke
area, uther proposals include a revision ot produced would have no effects on nearbyt 1 ... 1: 1 .1 -- :J -umuiiaii siuuKs aiuui me ixnaiuuuy ui a icMUf mis. : . . .. t
College
Dear Editor, : ' --- : -
I would like to say "thank you" to Myers
House for placing the It your mend is
Irnnlf - irifrirmafion rvwetorc arm irri tKo
' campus and I would also like to urge
i . i tj i fitsiuaenis 10 acnnowieage, reaa ana iouow
the advice given on those posters.
Knowing what they say could be vital for the
life of a friend. -
.
-
-
.v'
i nave seen many incidences oi
drunkenness on this campus and I tremble
--to think how lightly these cases are
. reguarded. Over-drinkin-g is a much more
serious problem than many or most
- students realize. '
mis past summer i anenaea me runerai
of a friend, only 20 years old, who after
having- - passed out' due - to extreme
inebnatonv Choked to deatn on tne poison
. his stomach tried to unconsciously expeL
Needless to say, it was horrifying. Even
worse thouah. was knowina that his traaic
death might have been preventd if
someone who knew how to care for him had
been there. .- -:'-, .
.
Know what to do if your friend is in the
same situation! Myers House suggests:
--checking the pulse
Everett Thanks
Dear Editor
; As a candidate for Campus Council in the
election this past week, I would like to thank :
aD those who worked and voted for me. ,
More importantly though, I would like to
thank this past year's Campus Council
members and S.GA officers for aD the time
and effort they put in making our student
goverment more open and understandable
to all The improvements and advances that
have been made are great. That student
government is once again viable thanks to
their work can be seen by looking at the
amount of effort candidates made . to
become a part of that student government.
n tf 1 it 1. r Tl
. reTSOnauy I nave seen uks wum ui uuiui
Rosenbluth and Graham Newson as
umkm fimnic fVuiivil AmniM thoir -
accomplishments outside of their regular
duties as Council members . were the
opening of - goverment through the .
establishment of columns chronicaling the
S.GA. and Campus Council activities, the
easily find and read them, and they have
made it easier for future students and
Campus Councils to find and refer to past
records by arranging them and making it
better for everyone.
With the visitation committee report well
along the way, and the increase in respect
for student government among faculty and
administration, the students have much to
thank all the members of the Campus
Council, the S.G.A, and aD the committees
on campus. With my tnanKS,
.
-
." .1 am.
' '
'
':
- James Everett
Is Applauded
;
, Criticize Wooster all you like. Ifs still refreshing to know that the individual is
important here.; ' r " '
. ':'
'
-
'
' '
."''".'
" We've all been victims, at one point or another, of some Wooster bureaucracy,
be it the' veritable mound of forms we must delve through to be released for
off campus programs or the intricately confusing and frustrating system of ;
- financial routine that characterizes Campus Council allocation regulations. So ifs
especially heart-warmin- g to see the College expend the effort-- on its own
initiative-- Xo make life a little easier for individuals here. - ;
Last quarter, we reported on a few of the problems faced by handicapped
students and employees here. We mentioned that senior Ed Burgess, a
handicapped resident of H olden Annex, had difficulty negotiating steps on
campus, especially those to the Annex-a- nd especially in the winter.
A few weeks ago, a ramp was quietly installed leading from the Annex to the
sidewalk by H olden for Ed's use. No fanfare, no "look what we've done"
publicity was put forth by the College. We applaud that fact. A little gesture on
the part of the College? Maybe. But it says a lot about the character of this place.
And what.it says is all good.
Myers Drinking Poster Vital
--checking the breathing ,
--keeping them on their side : J-.--'
--keeping them warm
--STAYING WITH YOUR FRIEND!
Liquor, used properly, can add a lot of life
.
to any party but if the same liquor is abused,
ft can take that life away.
Sincerely, - ;
.' NAME WITHHELD UPON REQUEST
ICC Neglected
To the Editor, -
. We, the members of Inter-Clu-b Council,
would like to express our concern over an
; article that appeared in the January 30th
issue Of The Wooster ForumlThe article
in question was an interview with two
section presidents and the editor of The
Forum, Joseph Williams.
LC.C. is concerned about the fact that
women's clubs are not given equal coverage
in an article dealing with a way of life for a
large percentage of the campus. When Mr.
Williams was contacted by a member of
LCC. about the matter, he stated that he
did not include the women's dubs in his
article because he' felt we did not have a
large enough influence on this campus. The
main reason being the fact that we do not
live together as the sections do.
He was told that we constitute 15 of the
women on campus; this approximates 50
women per club which is on a par with the
average section membership. To this he '
replied, "If you form four more clubs by next
year, maybe well interview you." We feel
this represents a prejudice against women.
Since this institution has adopted the
Feminist Perspective, we feel The Forum
has discriminated against us as a women's
organization. We feel we may be able to
suggest a different point of view concerning
living together, service and social projects
and being a cohesive group, other than that .
presented by the section presidents. We
also question why only two of the seven
sections were interviewed. This figure only
represents 5 of the campus.
We are suggesting that The Forum
needs to demonstrate a more
representative viewpoint when writing an ...
article intended for publication. We are
extending an open invitation to Joseph
Williams to come to an LC.C. meeting and
discuss this problem with us.
Respectfully,
1 Y The Members of Inter--
Club Council
Wendy Beatty
-
--Diana Dewey
V GayeKeOy
Marcia Kleinert
Carol Emmons
; V Kate Strong
-
. Leslie Dominic
-- ' Cindy Byers
.
.
. by Cynthia Keever
CarroD Kilpatrick, journalist from The
Washington Post, will be a Woodrow
Wilson Visiting Fellow at The College of
Wooster during the week of February 19.
" The Visiting Fellows program attempts to
broaden college students' understanding of
American society by bringing them face to
face with successful women and men from
business, journalism, government,
diplomacy, and the professions. During
campus visits, Visiting Fellows share with
. students and faculty their concerns about
such issues as public and private morality,
. the role of the press in public affairs, and the
ability of an economic system to deal with
society's problems. Kilpatrick is the third
Woodrow Wilson Scholar to come to
. Wooster in two years. Ambassador Armin
Meyer, formerly ambassador to Lebanon,
Iran, and Japan and Herbert Markley,
president of the Timken Company,
represented their interests on our campus
last year.
Kilpa trick's credentials are impressive.. A
1934 graduate of the University of Alabama,
he ' 1 was" a-- " Nieman .Fellow to," Harvard ,
University 1939 arid 1940. He has served as
Washington correspondent for the San
Francisco Chronicle, The Chicago Sun,
and The Birmingham News and Age-Heral- d.
He was Editorial Writer for The
Birmingham News and Age-Hera- ld and
served as Associate Editor of The
Montgomery Advertiser. Mr Kilpatrick
.
was White House correspondent for The
Washington Post under four American
presidents. As White House correspondent
he accompanied presidents on trips abroad
and campaign trips. He also represented the
Post as Editorial Writer and member of the
national reporting staff assigned to cover
Congress. He has written for a number of
magazines-Harper- 's, The Atlantic, New
Republic, Virginia Quarterly Review,
and Collier's. Kilpatrick edited Roosevelt
and Daniels: A Friendship in Politics and
co-author- ed The Kennedy Circle.
Although retired from his White House
assignment, Mr. Kilpatrick continues to
write for the Post and various magazines.
He has had a long and distinguished
career in Washington and has a journalist's
ability to relate fascinating and informative
stories of Washington politics from Franklin
Roosevelt to the present. As he states, "One
day I am an expert on energy and the next
day on the Middle East and the next on
domestic politics or Watergate. It is the
bane of the newspaperman to try to write
intelligently on a host of subjects and be an
expert on none, except that one should try .
to be an expert on the personalities he
covers." One coordinator said of Kilpatrick
as a Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow:
"His integrity, calmness, objectivity
and good sense became more and
more apparent as the week
progressed. We were aD most
impressed and reassured at the high
standards of journalistic excellence
displayed so naturally and
unassumingly by Mr. Kilpatrick. His
clarity and strength of expression,
along with his quiet simplicity, were
refreshingly unlike the usual image of
the pushy, driving, newspaperman. It
became very good for us to know that
February 17 1978, WOOSTER VOICE, Page 3
Sen I ewoWed ViecA 'I v n
If otd me I'd ge ll.m3 VaAs9)II room vi bod. and) room J '"aboard. J'suft coo1- - " " '
Scholar Kilpatrick Visits
"'Mi
some if not most of our newspaper!
are in the hands of men so competent
and ethical."
Mr. Kilpatrick has had experience under
the administrations of Truman, Eisenhower,
Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and Ford. His
first White House conference was in 1940
when FDR said that if his neighbor's house
caught fire he would "lend" him his garden
hose, not bicker over a sale while the house
burned. It was the first announcement of
lend-leas- e.
American history has always been
Kil Patrick's chief interest, but in addition to
politics he has concentrated at various
times on economics as well as foreign
affairs. History, politics, psychology,
communications and careers in journalism,
personality versus theory in government
action, and the power of the presidency are
aD areas of which he is more than competent
to address groups. During his week at
Wooster, he will participate in a variety of
classes in speech, history, political science,
English, among others, and will be
discussing such topics as . presidential
politics, American foreign policy, "and
careers in journalism. On
.
Wednesday,
February 22, there will be a panel discussion
on "Presidents in Power: Covering the
White House," in which Kilpatrick wiD
participate with Professors James Hodges
of the history department and Michael
Pohlmann - of the political science
department. His overall itinerary entails
participating in classes, meeting 'with
students individually and in a session with
Career Planning and Placement ("Careers
in Journalism") on Tuesday, February 21,
and engaging in a variety of discussion
sessions with students from Douglass,
Babcock, and Miller Manor.
.
The College of Wooster is highly honored
by the presence of such as Carroll
Kilpatrick. Anyone who wishes to schedule
an event or otherwise meet with Mr.
Kilpatrick should contact Hayden Schilling
of the history department.
"Blue Leaves
The day is October 4, 1965, and Pope
Paul is coming to New York to speak to the.
United Nations about the war in Vietnam.
Excite?? Well the characters in The House
of Bl.'je Leaves are. This senior
independent study project is a riotously
cruel farce by John Guare, and will be
presented in the Shoolroy Theatre March 2,
3, 4, and 5. Curtain times are 8:15 and 3:00
for the Sunday matinee.
The House of Blue Leaves is a black'
comedy, a peculiar amalgam of humor and
pain. Julius Novick, one time theatre critic
for The New York Times, said that '
"Ordinary comedy is wish-fulfillmen- t, a
fictive triumph over pain and frustration;
black comedy, on the other hand, uses the
techniques associated with wish fulfillment .
to rub in the implication that pain and
frustration are going to win after all." Does,
this sound like a show you won't laugh at?
Not at all-com- e March 2 the laughter in the'
Shcolry Theatre will be evident enough that
The House of Blue Leaves contains some'
of thv best (not to mention the nastiest jokes
around. Watch, for posters and ticket ;
information!
i i . I ,..' I I 1 1 H fl '
' '
1
' 1
1 1 1 '
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" This past Sunday , a discussion was held
with a student, faculty, and. community
panel on the topic, "What roie is our
education at Wooster preparing us to take
as future citizens of our nation and world?"
It is evident that our social, economic, and
nrtlirtuvil siKlome ar nrnhlom-riAAan- -
students and the panel sought to articulate
solutions for some of the basic weaknesses
of these systems, and to determine ways in
which a college education can provide
students with the knowledge and the tools
to mold them in the future.
.
The panel was divided on the question of
how much influence human beings can have
on the direction the world takes. Donald
Wise, Biology profesor, stated that we
cannot presume to 'predict the future of
society, and that the most useful thing we
can learn in our education is how to adapt
ourselves successfully to whatever
conditions may arise perhaps using role-playin- g
to put ourselves in the position of
making decisions about future, policy.
Lettie Nault, president of the Wooster
chapter of the A.A.U.W., on the other hand,
explained that she feels individuals make an
imprint on the future, especially in small
communities. She feels that students need
to be taught communication skills to enable
them to work with members of their
..community in effecting change.
.
What type of future should Wooster be
preparing us for? Lain Burgos-Lovece-se- es
need for a "transfer of power," and a
"generalist vision" which allows us to see all
aspects of the present world and prepares
us to develop comprehensive plans for.
reform in the future. Dottie Gerrity would
like to see a world operated on a "family
model," in which each member of the world
community receives what he needs
regardless of his individual merits and value,
to the family as a whole. 1
Members of the panel saw various ways in
which the college could help students build
the type of future they felt valuable. Many '
suggestions stressed "the necessity of
.
understanding the " present. Shulamit
Dector emphasized that we must
thoroughly' understand the implications of
the way in which our present system is
V -- -f
Horace Giddens (David Drumm) admonishes Regina (Susan Shamp) in the
College-Communi- ty Play The Little Foxes" being performed tonight. Photo by
Snyder. - -..... . .
Wooster and the Real World
organized--
,' . Nault and Burgos-Lovece- ,;
stressed the; importance of learning to.
understand systems dynamics, and .to"
' identify the propaganda generated by them. . '
Our education should also guide us in
increasing our understanding of ourselves.
Hans Jenny, member of the Economics -
department
. and College Treasurer (?)
. taking a practical view, stated that students
must consider what their responsibilities
after school are really going to be, in terms
of economic and family demands, and
prepare themselves to carry them out in an .
.
ethical manner. . - ' ." . . -
- He feels the college should teach students
how to question their motivations and ideals .
in order to apply them in realistic situations. ;
--For . Gerrity, part of ethics includes ..
sensitizing ourselves to the rest of society.
Why can't we, she stated, think about the ;
groups which control us, and which we '
: control, as "our" government arid ."our" . :
poor people? -
.
:
.
"
. ; "
There was a question in the minds of the J'.
panel about how much of this type of '
'education can be done by the institution:
alone. Dector stated the doubt most
,
directly; the college cannot teach students
.
how. to deal with the future in a broad
manner unless students have the will to
accept the challenges. .: .. ' f
Discussion among students emphasized
the fact that all education for the future must
be based on our own experience. Students
asked how they can develop empathy for
other segments of society, especially in a --
homogeneous college society which can be
said to be in some ways a part of an elitist
educational institution. 1 If future reform --
means giving up some of our goals of
economic security, how do we come up with
alternative methods of measuring success
The problem remains of juggling the time '
spent on out --of-the --classroom education "
with academics.-- " ' : ' - ; " ':
Concrete suggestions were difficult to '
make, but many areas of thought have been I
opened up. " Any student, faculty, and .
community members who are interested in --
. this topic are invited to return to Douglass
this Sunday for an unstructured discussion.
.ih ones
-
"
:' . by Susie Estill
-- ' Lillian Helman, one of America's foremost
woman playwrites, provided the story for
C.O.W.'s 8th annual CoHegeComrnunity
play r-T- he Little Foxes", which is to be
: presented ' this . Thursday, 'Fridayj ' and
Saturday at 8:15 and also a Sunday matinee
performance at x:xx. ."Little Foxes" is
Helman's major achievement is a
psychological horror story about a hateful,:
vicious southern family during the. year
1900, and is a realistic picture of one aspect
of the rise of industrialism in the post Civil
War South- - The play's title was taken from,
the Bible, the Song of Solomon 2:15: Take
us the foxes, the little foxes, that spoil the
vineyards, - for our' vineyards are '.: in
blossom."
,
The play when it opened for the first time
on February . 15,.: 1939 . starred Tallulah-Bankhead- .
It was brought back again in late '
1967 and received rave reviews with a cast
including E.G. Marshall, Anne Bancroft and
George C. Scott. - . "
Wooster's 8th : Annual College.
Community c production also has an
excellent-- cast under the direction of Dr. --
Stanley Schutz, junior speech major Joel
. Rizor, and Beverly Emlong. .
Community players include Esther --
Zaffiro as' Addie. Esther is the Principal of ;
. Layton Hementary school and has sung and
danced in Wooster's "Red Stocking
Review". Playing the part of Birdie Hubbard
is Cheryl Foster, She has starred in such
by Lisa Vkkerv .- --
As a part of the commemorative festival,
last Friday evening Egbert Fischer, a
member of the piano faculty at Denison
University, visited Wooster to perform an all
Schubert piano concert which was a delight
to all those attending. SJ '
A pleasant and all too brief Impromptu
in G-Fl- at Major opened the program. The
straight-forwar- d melody started slowly and
romantically and then gradually built up to a
middle section full of motion and emotion.
The sequential piece was the Sonata in B-Fl- at,
which was introduced by the "molto
moderato" of. the , first ' movement,
characterized by Schubert's steady bass
part held in contrast to the ornamental,
melody-carryin- g treble parti - The
melancholy "andante sostenuto" of the
second movement preceeded the brisk but
delicate "scherzo and trio: allegro vivace" of
the third. The sonata then concluded with a
robust "allegro,- - ma non troppo" which
played with a short thematic passage that
was periodically interrupted by a
momentary; suspense ful pause and would
then pick right up again. . ,
After a short intermission, Mr. Fischer
returned to the Steinway - to close his
concert with Schubert's Sonata in C
Minor. The character of the sonata could .
be noticed in the concise melodic passage .
which --- was interjected between hectic
flurries of notes. This first movement was
my favorite. The following"adagio" was also
beautiful; a very pure hymn-lik- e melody with
occassional variations. The concert ended
with a most lively "allegro" that was active in
both the bass and treble parts.
Mr. Fischer's technique could best be
' described as careful. Every key was hit with
distinction, perception
.
and purpose and
each finger movement was thorough and
well thought out,
.
..My only disappointment in the concert'
was the meager attendance, particularly on
the part of students. The idea of "long hair",
music has often scared many people away
for reasons I have yet been able to discern.
Chamber music, which is what the Schubert-Festiv- al
is all about, is designed to be light
and relaxing! It is neither overbearing nor
profound beyond comprehension; it's just
good.- - - , ' . . . ;
Mr. Fischer's concert was only half of the '
Schubert' events that were held 1-- st
Go
"The Glass Manaaerie at Annie -
: f.Y, CfuM Inctitnto Orruille Jr. Hiah .UCCO wiwi.. wi.fc.... --w - - ' -- . r -
.
School teacher, Donald Curie, who has
" appeared in four other CollegeCommun-- " --
ity shows will be taking the role of Oscar
..... . r ...1 I 1 .:
nuDoara. ousan onamp wnu iu aiwueu
in C.O.W. productions of Thoreau" and.
1 he uood uoctor , win oe siamng m i ne
Little Foxes" as Reaina Giddens. Susan is a
homemaker who works with the Humane "
Society Board and the Mental Health Assn. :
Northern Securities Co. , Stockbroker :r
David Drumm will be taking the. part of
Horace Giddens. Mr, Drumm has acted in
numerous .shows at C.O.W.; OrrviHe
Summer Theatre, Area Fair Theatre, and in ;
Fort Knox Little bummer I neatre. '-C- ollege
players include the following:"
Wythe Keever as Cal, junior Artie Kropp as
t f l i : : U C ..
Pnujpr as William Marshall, freshman David -
Underwood as Benjamin Hubbard, and
--chemistry major Jan Mrohaly as Alexandria
Giddens.
- The set for "Little Foxes" was designed
as a tutorial by Dave Loomis under the -
are being coordinated by Sarah Oakley, ;
--designer for Cyrano", "West Side Story",
"Dracula" and "ScaDinofV Other behind
' Manager, Kirk Bookman, Light Design; and
Kandau tsostwKK, dnop foreman." -
iL3&3Li Fischer Performs Schubert
aoot ort .fin atitivfair cmoriSnn Marlfi .
' Hall hosted another program of songs
.' alternating with piano music, this time '
"performed by students and faculty of the
r College of Wooster. --. ' -
' Next Sunday,". February 1 1 ltrC '".the
--
'Woostef Symphony Orchestra under' Ms.
Nancy Buckingham, will be offereing their .
contnounon ; to ; the ocnuoert festival.
bchuoert s ruth symphony will be a
featured numberof the program. The rest of V
tne concert, wmcnwuioemivicoaw.napei
at 8:15 p.m. will consist of Mendelssohn and "
Vaughn-William- s. ' --- '
.
.
; ;
Convocation
: Addressing a smaU but attentive audience -
at this Wednesday s convocation, Annetta :
.
presented a dramtic reading ot poetry by
Although Ms. Jefferson's own" poetry is '
' well lfnnum cm this ramni iq ch tnr fi iHpd '
only one original piece.r "When We Were"-
-'
and black women poets in particular," Ms.
rt . . 1 . 'uenerson selected poems scanning ine .
entire histnru and existence of the black -
.women in America. -- ? -- '
iikki OKivanni, owenooiyn ditjkks, oiuia .-Fi- elds,
and Margaret Danner were just a few ;
e ,
.i i
..i j.rj.1 I m .oi ine auinors wnose wotks nigmigniea ivis. '.
Jefferson's contribution to Black History .
Week. . :.- - ' - -- : : :- - : -- :
- ine particular joys ana inais 01
motherhood, the reminiscences of
cruidhooa, ana tne expressions 01 wve,
hate, frustration, and anger which develop -
between society ana tne inaiviauai were.
srrruTrm numnrousru. somenmes anaruu.r t ' r
and often hauntingly described by some : i
twenty-od- d poems dealing with the black
woman's experience in America. r ' "
Most of the selections were accompanied
.by the expert strummings of Daniel Fajardq '- - -
r
.i . ti . j i a i- - :oi ine psycnoiogy uepcu uiikiu. rydruu
rhythrnica' guitar playing lent depth and
beauty to exciting aural experience.
.
,
Student
,
- COLD - --
Beer and Win.
Champagne
oft Drinks and Ice
42 . Libert"
Government
I From The Eye of a' Foreigner: ;? 'VP'
- The Student Elections'1 : i JiThe ; student elections at the College of
Wooster . and the student elections of
.European Universities, being held
simultaneously, give us an opportunity for
comparison :?'--:':- . J !""..'!'". P
We do not want to criticize the procedure of
the ' College
.
elections, but we "wish '-- to
illustrate sorne of the differences which exist '
between the spirit of the elections as well as
the procedure of both elections. ".' ' ';
,.The main characteristic of the European'
student - election is the ' participation - of --
political parties. This makes the European
S.G.A. elections very different ' from the
American, where politics do not enter at alL
In Europe, political parries exist in the
universities as student organizations. In this
way, the - student . groups have specific
political ideologies and principles. y. .:
'J i i , .... . - The student body ,
is aware of these political ideologies and
pays careful attention to which organization
they cast their vote for, because it makes a .
great difference whether the organization is
socialist or fascist, for example.
At the College of Wooster, individual
: DIIMO'S
DRIVE THRU
Newberry
V , Carryouit
PIZZA
.
Alt Made Here.
.
Monday thru Thursday; : , 1 rOO o.rrt.,--1 1:00 pjn.." ,
J' frrday and Saturday .1100 o.m.-- I OO o.m.'
.-
- --::'.: y-'tr- '
-
-
---
'
-
Wooster "i:
. . , ..
"
-
.
,
'-
-
(:; ... V-- A'n fywf To Leave Your Cor.1 . .: . Ph. 262 0444
- 7 : LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK 7
Abortion in the west a terrible torm of povierty. People here ruweto much in trwwof material
wearth, and yet ay they cannot support one more child with clothe and education.
V . " ' Mother There of Calcutta
. . , .
.
. ABORTION FACTS
- In a recent analysis of a large number of pregnant teenage grris, ages 12-1- 6, Dr. John Dwyer of
Columbia University said he "found no statistically significant increase itKnlicatkins..Jufthermore
the oatients came from a lower socio-economi- c area '-- Harlem and would be considered a high risk
from that stand point akne...The vast majority of these teenagers had an uncomplicated, spontaneous
delivery and labor; the Ccasarian section rate among them, 2.6, is wefl below our routine obstetric
"
rate of over 6." 'T '. ' . ., - . - -- -' -- v' .- - -
". :
' i ' ' Ob-G- y Observer, May, 1975
,:
-
-
-
- -
.
-
- ABORTION TAKES HUMAN UFE . .
'i Wayne County Right-To-Lif- e, Boa 835. Wooeter, 264-528- 9
''-
-.
' -
:
.
-- ; orcaU - ;U ..-- ,-
5: -
, EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid 1-419-52- 6-1372
. -
-
:
.
FREE Pregnancy HOTUNE 1-800-344- -7211
In
candidates do not emphasize their personal
political tendencies; instead, elections seem
to depend on innovative ideas regarding the
function of S.GA on the campus. Thus, it
makes no difference whetherX or Ywin the
elections, because both are oriented on the
same basic principles which limit , their
'--
T"--"
"powers. ""; ' " '.
Another difference between the " two
elections is that the European S.G.A. has
actual political power both in the
'
administrative level of the University and
among the student body- - They can organize
strikes, --massive ; marches and protest
groups which may potentially affect both the
University as well as in some cases the
America
governments.
. V
..Characteristically different is the way in
which the student elections in the two
continents take place. On this campus, the
student elections do not seem to be very
active ..or" serious; whereas, in Europe
v S.G.A. elections are almost as serious as the
general elections of the countries. In some
cases, the preparations start a month in
advance. The student political
organizations publish- - their manifestos and
.
distribute them among the students.
Enthusiastic discussions take place for
r entire niohts in meetings, where the
student .organizations analyze their
. programs. Disputes arnonq the students are
.
not unusual, and all the walls of the
Library
Beginning September 5 and extending
through December 8 of next fall, the GLCA
Newberry Library Humanities Seminar will
take place The seminar is to be given in
conjunction with the GLCA colleges and
the Associated Colleges of the Midwest
(ACM). Entitled .'individualism and
Community: Studies in the Relationship of
Self and Society, 1750-1900U- he seminar
Panama Canal Is The Issue
.
;
' : - by Cecily Sprouse ' .
Senate debate on the Panama Canal
, treaty, which began on February 8, set a .
; --
; new precedent-liv- e radio broadcast of the .;.
V proceedings.,
v ,U: The debate centers orb the -- issuer of .
v whether the rtreaty adequately protects
"United States national defense interests.
The Bryd-Bake- r; formula interprets the
treaties- - to allow United States ; vessels
preferred passage in the event of war. --
. Ratification of the treaties, which requires
two-third-s ; affirmative votes, - 'appears
probable. A poO of the Senate by Associated
: Press indicates that 41 Senators favor
' ratification, with 8 leaning toward it. The
-- opposition, led by Ronald Reagan, . is :
--
,
composed of .24 Senators, with 7 leaning -- :
against ratification.
... '.. .
.- -'
Reagan, the conservative opposition
leader, questions the reliability of the
Panamanian government. "There is nothing
to prevent a Panamanian regime from
deciding one day to nationalize the canal
and demand that we leave immediately,"
said Reagan.' The thrust of the .opposition i i
argument is that an unfriendly
administration may refuse United States
requests to use the CanaL
" President Carter, an advocate of the
treaties, fears defeat of the Panama Canal
treaties wffl invalidate his administration's
abilities as negotiator. Lack of
Congressional support would weaken
Carter's foreign policy initiatives in other
areas.
.
'
-
:
.",
-
. Ratification of the treaty would enhance
the United States relations with Latin --:
American countries who are in favor of the
treaty. . . - .
will be taught by Professor Robert's.
Fogarty of Antioch and Professor Rosemary
Jann of Ripon College and is open to
students not only in the humanities but in
the social and natural sciences as well.
The fall seminar will examine ways in
which the twin concepts of individualism
. and community underwent change from the
eighteenth' to the twentieth century. The
American Enlightment, the American .
Renaissance, and the American Industrial
Revolution all hastened the development of
new forms, new perspectives, and new
attitudes toward self and society. During the
period 1750-190- 0, new forms of community
developed,' ranging from immigrant
ghettoes to rural communes, while new
--class identities; emerged in literary and
'cdturarmaterials. A major focus of' the-semin- ar
will be the examination of the
parallel development of similar ideas and
attitudes in both America and England.
Guided by the Faculty Fellows, students
will pursue interdisciplinary, research
projects of their own choice and design,
drawing upon the Newberry's outstanding
collections. Possible subjects from which
more specific research topics might evolve
include: the concept of individualism as
associated with the religious seeker, the
urban entrepreneur, the social radical, and
the frontiers person; the Romantic quest for
INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?
.
Airepretentative ;
rj., will be on the campus
"
.
WEDNESDAY V l.
MARCH 1, 1978 --
to discuss qualifications for
1 advanced study at
AMERICAN
'
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of f
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at
DEAN OF - STUDENTS . "'
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
- Thwnderbird Campus
. Glendale, Arizona 15306
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and Europe
university and the buildinas in the
surrounding area are covered by posters
with political propaganda.
The above findings do not prove that the
one method is better than the other, but we
feel that the conflicts that exist in the
student bodies of Europe assist, in a way,
future civilization, art and philosophy. Of
course, conflicts, disputs and strikes are
detrimental to any country but in the long
run they help to shape the county's
character. Let us remember that it was
Europe, with its conflits, oppositions,"
frustrations, and vendettas where all the
great inventions in civilization,, art,
philosophy, and even the capitalistic system
which governs the U.S.A. were created.
Hosts Fall Seminar
self and the rise of the modem novel;
Utopian thought and communal societies;
autobiographical and biographical studies in
England and America; the conflict between .
voluntarism and determinism in society and
fiction; changing concepts of democracy
and community, including the rise of the
"common person" and feminism;
industrialism and the rise of an urban
culture; the struggle . between sectional
interests and national development; the rise
of the middle class ideal in fact and fiction.
: Interested students can receive additional
material as well as application blanks from
Hayden Schilling of the history department.
Also,. Professor Paul Solon, codirector of
this year's seminar, will be at Wooster to
talk , with interested .students Monday,
February 20, from 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in .- -'
Lowry Center room 1 18. -
VOICE Editor
Applications for the positions of editor
and co-edit- or of The Voice for 1978-7- 9 are
invited by the Publications Committee.
Editoral responsibilities will begin with the
first issue of spring quarter, the new editor
cooperating during the spring quarter with
the old staff. If you are interested, please --
send a letter of application to Professor
Richard Figge, Chairman, Publications
Committee.
Applications should be received no later
than Monday, February 20.
--Va-
ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
o Vegetarian Dinners Served -
Our specials: Fresh salads
' Tacos 9 Eggplant sandwiches
Aracados Soy burgers
Herbal teas Smoothies and juices
o We have meat, too!
Come see us at or Call us at
131 N. Market 264-476- 7
ABORTION
Up Thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle
Akrdn's Most Experienced
Clinic
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.
Call Collect 0-535-6- 178
--
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College off Wop
, outlook.
1 --An along," he added, "we've had the
, support of Dean Plusquellec and Dean
Coster before him. They've assisted at all
' stages of the program."
: Around 1974, however, Jackson
' observed, students became less inclined to
view CPPS as a service they deserved and
more as something "nice" which other
colleges had too. .
Even now, he added, students tend to use
CPPS' services "casually."
As a result CPPS began to "reach
out more to find and fill student needs. The -
present workshops, which began in 1976 at
PkisqueOec's suggestion, have, according to
Jackson, "been a response to a defined
need.. .and very well attended."
Jackson had high praise for the
administrative interns with whom he has
worked since 1972. "AD," he added, "have
been exceptionally good. Fm sure we would
not have been able to develop the present
program without interns."
He identified the interns' chief value as
their "ability to identify with students...to
Lost
by Greg Stolcis
Dr. Richard Bell of the Philosophy
Department continued the Lost Generation
Symposium series with a discussion of the
' work of the Austrian philosopher Ludwig
" Wittgenstein. In a talk entitled
"Wittgenstein's Tracatus and the Spiritual
World", Bell addressed himself to the
, ; contribution Wittgenstein's classic work
Tractatus Logico-Philosophic- us made
upon the European intellectual community.
I Wittgenstein published the Tracatus in
1918, after compiling it in eight notebooks
..between the years 1914-191- 7. The
CTracarus was Wittgenstein's "final
solution" to the problem existing between
language and its role in society.
,
Wittgenstein maintained that an
unbridgeable gap existed between language
and human feelings, which Wittgenstein
called the "transcendent." -
Any attempt at bridging ths gap with
conventional language was viewed by
Wittgenstein as self-defeatin- g. Rather,
Wittgenstein argued that these intangibles
should be shown instead of said, and the
role of language was therby defined as only
concerning itself with what could be
talk about problems on a level that's not
always possible for me."
When Jackson began work at Wooster,
V )
Acy Jackson
Symposium
systematically expressed. .
Intrinsic to Wittgenstein thesis, is his
belief that language requires - a fully
developed person; that is, language
becomes a human phenomenon. To have a
properly wen-define- d world, language must
be experienced by a totaDy complete self.
Wittgenstein attempted to bring words from
their purely metaphysical form and place
them into man's everyday existence. . -
Although the Tractatus was critically :
acclaimed, its cryptic, aphoristic style made
its interpretation difficult. Indeed,
Wittgenstein's mentor, the noted British
.
philosopher Bertrand Russell, completely
misconstued the thrust and meaning of the
Tractatus by seeing it as a format for a new,
alternative use of language. Precisely the
opposite effect was desired by Wittgenstein.
The Tractatus was a critique of the then-contempora- ry
approaches to the problem
of language. Wittgenstein never intended it
to be a new system of language usage.
The final presentation in the Lost
Generation Symposium series will take
place on Feb. 21. Dr. Joel Wilkinson of the
Russian Department will ; discuss the
influence of Russian writers in the 1920's.
Loses Acy Jac
approximately . 7u" ot the .College's
graduates were going directly to graduate or
professional school upon graduation. That
number is now down to 38 to 40 .
Jackson, noting that "there is still strong
" interest in graduate and professional school
here," estimated that about 70 of
, graduates still attend graduate school
eventually, though many now postpone it
for one or two years. : , :- --
' The high cost of education and the fact
- that many graduates now want some work
-- experience before plunging into- - more
schooling' have combined to reduce the
number of graduates immediately going on
to graduate - school. "Short-ter- m
employment is the rule," said Jackson, "but ,
graduate study is still the ultimate goal."
- Jackson - estimates : the percentage of ;
Wooster graduates not seeking graduate
ooc eoc- -- ,tfT ttTcan't you miayv TPS J2??.2i 1TrdPAV' r--
y P
--lV
i I ( , I I K r I v rr1
f: II ii r. mm . Z . . f
WOOSTER FISH
'
Dp Sa Foods
featuring...
lobster
catfish
shrimp
frog legs
turbot .
. Oysters
scallops
BBQribs
RESTAURANT
- and
RETAIL FRESH FISH
262-833- 1
230 N. Buckeye
VVOniD-lVID-TRAV- EL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
I vPHOffE 2S4:S3
I
i
i
i
i
THEIR SHAME
YOUR FORTUNE
Leading pool distributor has acquired entire stock
of inground and above ground swimming pools,
from bankrupt dealer. Still in original cartoons. Will
sell for price or less, while they last. Some rts km-a- s
$650.00. Guaranteed installation anywhere in
Ohio. Call Randy collect 513-299-25- 04 for details.
llisoim
study who find employment as "very high."
- Interviews for Jackson's replacement will
beoin in the sm-in- a Tho rwvcitinn tuc kaon
advertised in the Chronicle For Higher"
Ecucation. Black Scholar. Affirmative
Action Register, and other national :
placement services. In addition, names of -
i: J x 1 f- - . r r .canaiaaies are oeing soucuea trom taculty
members. : - - - .
CPPS secretary Roberta Walmer will be
responsible for the "day-to-da- y functioning
of the office," according to Jackson.
- Members of the Deans' staff will alternate
as career counselors and Dr. Bettv ShuD will
analyze standardized test interpretations:
"The whole CPPS area is vital," added"
Plusquellec. ' "Acy Jackson has been an '
effective leader.". -
LCB's "Friday Night Live"
by Sabrina Johnson .-F- riday
Night Live is coming to The v
College of Wooster campus Friday, Feb. 24
from 9 p.m. - 3 a.m. "It's an Alfred E. Packer .
Day in the Winter." says Rick Bardine, LCB
Chairperson. The idea was cleverly stolen ;
by Nancy Orr, Asst. Dean of Students, who
visited The University of Indiana looking for
programming ideas.
- She presented it to Bardine who went to
. Cindy Weiler, Asst. Chairperson of LCB,
. who, in turn, took it to LCB's Special Events
and Interests Committee. This,
kaleidoscope of activities caters : to the
interests of the whole campus community.
There will be something for everyone.
. This indoor Alfred E. Packer Day will be
spread throughout Lowry Center, from the
upstairs to the main and lower levels. All
events and movies are free. Refreshments,
however, will cost. . - '
Bruce ' L6ngwortH "andarry Saltzman '
will be hosting the Banana Olympics, held
upstairs from 1:00-1:3- 0. This involves sue
contests which include: Balancing a banana
' in your ear, a banana eating contest, passing
a banana with your knees,-th- e banana
catapult toss, pushing a banana across the
floor with your nose, and the banana finger
balance. Names of contestants must be
submitted to" the LCB office by Monday,
Feb. 20 ;
Dwight Moore will host Charades on the
main level in the Pit from 9:30-11:3- 0. If
interested, the names of your team and four
team members must be submitted to trie
LCB office by Wednesday, Feb. 22. There
will also be a Gong Show in the Pit from 9:00-9:3- 0.
.
'.
For Bluegrass fans, there will be square
dancing accompanied - by Appalachian
Spring and caller Brad Winkler upstairs in
the ballroom area from 9:00-11:0- 0. Later on
from 1:30-3:0- 0 in the same location, the :
Black Forum will provide disco music for
dancing. In the faculty dining room, local
musical talent will entertain in an all-nig- ht
coffeehouse with refresments provided and
managed by Food Service.
On the lower level, a Eve band will be
playing top-4- 0 rock from 10:00-1:0- 0. Movies,-includin- g
"The Absent-Minde- d Professor" --
and cartoons galore, will be shown upstairs:"
in the promonade area. For pizza freaks,
Mom's Truck Stop will be selling special
.Howard Raber Pizzas. 7 : .;
The Bookstoiend the Record Co-o- p will
be open, as well, along with craft
workshops, special gamerooms, and the
bowling alley. ' '
, ,
Thursday Night Fever
Does it look like Thursday, February 23 is
going to be just another dull evening in the
dorm? PI Kappa wants to get you away from
those caloric candy machines and dull dorm
surroundings" and show howyou a
, TV J . . M m mmmi iiuiscidy nigni ai ine iouege ot Wooster
should be spent.
..
J For just one dollar arid fifty cents, you can
dance from 9 D.m. until 2 a.m. at the Red
Baron Disco. "
How does a free dinner at Ponderosa"
sound? Not bad? Well, your attendance and
disco ability make you eligible for many
that's not all! The Red Baron offers a cash '
the appropriate I.D.;at low low prices
' Peanuts will be selling them in Lowry
during lunch and dinner from Monday,
23. Don't forget you must have your COW
j I.U. when purchasing tickets. ' : ,; ' K '
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Scots Clieclhi Nortlhi mm 86-7- 3 B-- W .Wita
by David Johns' --
When the going gets tough, the Fighting.
. Scot basketball team gets going. The Scots
emerged as sole leaders of the Northern
Division after winning two crucial, pressure-packe- d
games last week.
- Their crushing victory over Mt. Union on
Saturday left Wooster tied for first place
with Baldwin-Wallac- e in the North. When
Wooster and BW clashed in Timken Gym
on Monday the division leadership was at
stake. In a spectacular comback
performance, the Scots trounced BW and
left the gym with an 8-- 2 OAC record, the
best in the North. .
Saturday's win over Mt. Union gave the
Scots a psychological boost going into the
BW game. In their whopping 100-7- 5 victory .
over Mt. Union, the Scots played
consistently well on both offense
defense.
only 46 percent from the field.
The Scots were just as devastating on
offense, using a finely-tune- d passing attack
and fast-brea- k to rush by Mt. Union. Thev
took 77 shots from the field, compared to
- Mr n? v:
Mt. Union's 63 attempts. Wooster was
especially impressive from the" free throw
line, hitting 26 out of 31. . .".
In one of his most sparkling performances
watched their " team stage a-- sensational
Fred Balser's first half pressure forces B-- W. turnover. Senior 'captain Wayne .
Allison scoops up loose ball for outlet to Randy Backus (rear) Photo by Snyder. -
Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-586- 6
J T x
I m In tnm coiim ni o n w r w tr - r
I I Shopptn Cf A JC .... ' 1??'I Phon: 262-884- 6 ' 4 A
'
'--
?'."'''",';,r.j
- - The Great American - '
--
.
; ESCAPE .
Dream a little. Play a little, but most of all, relax and enjoy!
We have hobbies and crafts for the whole family at family
prices. . .- - ";-'-.- '. '- - '
Take advantage of old-fashion- ed --service - come in,
' browse, ask questions, and check out our amazing line of
"
,. .
'
":
'StOCk! V '
Treasure House Hobbies
--
' ' Phone 2 1 6264--3 1 33 236 W. Liberty St.
BW refused to yield their lead. At the end of
the first half, the Yellow Jackets led, 44 37.
Wooster started with a bang ... in the.
second half, as Kostohryz and Backus hit
of the year, Fred Balser racked up 17 points " two quick buckets from the outside. Then
to lead both teams in scoring. He also led the
Scots in rebounding with 9 rebounds.' :
Four other Scots reached double figures
en route to the 100-7- 5 victory. George
Zambie scored 14, followed by Kelvin
Kostohryz with 13, Sam Dixon
'
with 12 and
Randy Backus with 12. ''.. - " .'-W- ith
Mt. Union victory fresh in their
minds, the Scots prepared to do battle with
BW. An enthusiastic crowd of 3,000 turned
out to watch the crucial contest between the
two division leaders.
'-
-V'- '
. ' . -
The Wosoter fans came alive as they
BW tightened up its defense and began to
fun away with the game. With 11:10 left to'
play, the Yellow Jackets were firmly on top,,
60-49.-
.- : -
.
.
At that point, the game took a 180-degre- e ;
; turn. Mike McCormack started the spree by
hitting two-for-tw- o at the freethrow line. He
' scored the next field "goal," then Dixon
: contributed , two buckets". Zambie
connected for another and the Scots trailed ;
by only ," ' -one., ;. - -
.Wooster grabbed the lead for the --first - '
time when Kostohryz tipped one in and
made it 63-6- 2. It was easy sailing from there, .
and , comeback in an action-packe- d game. Bothas the Scots became red-ho- t and ripped one
teams wanted the game badly and emotions .'after another. When the buzzer sounded,
They gained control early in the game and were at a peak throughout the game.
continued to increase their lead throughout The Yellow Jackets were in firm control "
the game. Wooster 's pressure defense held during the first half. Their zone defense
the Purple Raiders in check and caused - seemed impenetrable as they forced the
them to commit 30 turnovers. Mt. Union hit Scots to take long shots from the outside.
BW outshot Wooster in the first half, hitting
59 percent from the field. - '
With 12:26 on the clock, BW grabbed a
12-1- 0 lead and began to gather momentum.
Their zone defense frustrated the Scots and
Wooster had won, 79-7- 1.
:;-
-
.
-
1 GAMES PLAYED
OPPONENT WC OPPO
H
.
Grove City
H . Hiram -- '
H Akron
H Dyke " 94 73
"A Swarthmore 72 65
A Carnegie- -
- 67 71
A
H
H
. H
A
"A
A
H
A
A
H
Mellon
Denison -- . 69 53
Wheaton 97 75
" Wittenberg 89 84
H Heidelberg ' 81 71
A Ohio
.
.80 65
'-
- ' "- Northern
Kenyon " 93 80
Wittenberg - 72 57
Mt. Union- - 79
764 Pittsburgh
80 (OT) Balser
Oberlin - . ' 78 70 , ' Allison -
Ohio . 81 76 -- . : Balser
: Northern h - V - ' -- ' ' "
Kenyon v 83 77 Kostohryz'
Heidelberg' 69 78 Allison '
Mt.Union 100-7- 5 ; Balser
Baldwin-,,- :' 79' 7f "Balser
; : Avenue . ; . ;.
--The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order Cheese. Pepperoni, Sausaye, --
; Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers. Onions
; . Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
VELCOr.IE TO WOC3TEU!
Come See Us: , '
. 'V ii
y Weekdaysp.m.-la- . m 1 . 'C
Fri. Sat-5p.m.-2a.- m. - .' .Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2, Closed Tues.
For the second straight time, Fred Balser i
led the offense in scoring with 22 points.",
Kostohryz scored 12 and Dixon contributed --
10. Wayne Allison led the team in rebounds
with 9.
.
--
-r-
'
v.-- : "': ; V- - -- .. "; -- : v.
Wednesday evening the Scots wrapped
up the OAC Northern Division crown with
an 86-7- 3 win over the Yellow Jackets in "
Berea. After a slow seesaw start Wooster
rolled into high gear and took a 12 point lead
into the locker at the half.- - . , . . -
.
; r 't
With everthing going .right in the second
stanza the lead shot to a 23 points at one
point. Wayne Allison, sore back and all, was
playing a superb game underneath and --
George Zambie could not miss from his
usual 20-fo- ot range. B--W was not about to "
give in, however, and fought back to a 10-- ;
. point deficit with 7:07 remaining. The Scots .
held on and the four-corn- er offense put the
finishing touches on the victory.
1977-7- 8 COLLEGE OF WOOSTER BASKETBALL STATISTICS
SEASON RECORD: 16--4
PLAYER -
: Allison
.
..' Kostohryz
" --
.
Dixon-- -
Balser
Zambie . :
Backus
.
--
.'Altman .
'
:
": Frye
.' Burroughs '
McCormack
Britton ..'
Duncan
Orsinelli : .- -.
McFadden
TEAM
DEAD BALL
WOOSTER
G FG FGA PCT FT
20 113 208 , .543 107
' 20 86 161
18 81 164
14 75 161
18 69
20 63
,20 48
19 35
7 28
.149 :
120"
121- -
75.
70
14 16 - 38
13 15 34"
6 4 '7 .
2 2 4
4--
1. 3
20 636 1315
20 571 1287 ,
.534
.494
.466
.463
.525
.397
.467
.400
.421
.441
.571 -
.500
'48
41 :
43
27
36
24
17
14
5
6
3 '
3 -
.333 2
FT A PCT A
148 '
64;
53
53 -
.33 :
45
.38- -
28
19
.
11,
'10 -
3
5
'4
.723
.750
;774
.811
.818
.800
.631
.607
.737
.456
.600
OHIO CONFERENCE: 8--2
27
?16
69
46 '
27
65
22
58
12
.7"-"- ;
10
1.000 2
.600
300 3
24
; 18
23
-- 21
--
24
18
28
19 V
- 26 ::
'. 17'.
:.13 --
. 17
22- -
. Wallace- - - .': . --CI'.' -'--- v ....
"
,-U-
PCOMING GAMES 1 -
Feb. 15 at Baldwin-Wallac- e .
Feb. 18 - OBERLIN f " T '.-- .V .." V-.-Feb.-- 2I.
24. & 25 - OAC Northern piyisiptiJiTney
r
RB
177
116.
42
63
56 .
22
116
22 .
47
41 r
21 "
2 --.
2 ,,"
1
77 --
73
878
771
PF-- D
59 0 ,
'
43 2 .
34 0
49-- 2 --
58 6 --
29 0 J
19-- 2
18-- 1
ISO
60 "
20
4--0
PTS AVE
333 16.6
220
203
193
165
162
120.
87 .
70 ;
37
36
11
7
4
.484 376 514 .731 365 " 438-1- 8 1648
.444 28 1 397 ,708 ' 239--', ! 459-2- 3 1423
WOOSTER LEADERS '."" ' ''
SCORING REBOUNDING
65 69
. .
Alhson - -.r-- 108
48 DixonKostohryz
92 85 (OT) AllisonDixon
Allison " v..
-.-
-'
AllisonKostohryz
Balser
Dixon ' '..-'";- .
Allison. .
Allison
Allison
14 -
is-- ;
16
BackusFrye -- : ; 16...;
Allisony
. .." .
- 25 '
Allison" ' ... 17
Allison r"--
McCormack' " J-- -"
Burroughs '
Altman
.
--
. .
--
Allison I : :
'" " "Allison
Kostohryz --
', Kostohryz ' '
.
Altman
Allison i-- ;. - - -
. Altman ..- -J
Allison Kostohryz
Altman --
'Allison ;
Allison
.
..
Kostohryz
Allison - : "
Kostohryz '-- .
Balser
.
f-Allis- on
.;r '
11.0
11.3
13.8
9.2
8.1
60-- ;
4.6
10.0
2.6
2.8
18
3.5
1.0 5
82.1
7tl
- 8 '--ir
' 10
10
12
10
8
,8 ;
8
9
9
15- -
16
8
12
9
9
9
FlairTravoT
Consultants
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
Goingto Europe this
summer? It's not I
- too soon to start .
" planning! "
CALLS
264-650- 5
--v'
-- j
Seconndl Half Letdowns Sirak
y by Dave Koppenhaver - u : .
; "I was impressed with them last year at
- State so I put them on our schedule," said
Scottie basketball coach Nan Nichols of the
team's Saturday opponent. Defiance.
.
By game's end, a 68-5- 9 Wooster loss, she
found her judgemnt had been correct. In the
first 10 minutes of the game, as Wooster
shot to a 19-- 8 advantage, she may have
wondered, however, what happened to last
year's strong Defiance unit.
To give Nichols a chance to find out,
Wooster committed 21 first half turnovers,
: most of them in the final ten minutes, to
allow Defiance to draw even at 25-2- 5 at the
half. And make no mistake; turnovers are
the sole reason for Defiance's comeback,
wooster had outshot them 36 percent to 34,
percent from the field and outrebounded
them by an. incredible 26-1- 1 margin.
"
.V Nichols' halftime pep talk was short and
sweet, less than four minutes, and the
Scotties' . own comeback similar. The
Scotties won the tip and Lura Page took an
inbounds pass from Trish Wilkinson in for a
lay-u- p. y '- -r 'r
:'. Defiance missed and the Scotties snared
the rebound. They missed the shot but Pat
Buda, starting in place of the ill Val Walton,
rebounded and hit a five-fo- ot jumper in the
lane. She --was fouled and hit the free throw
for a 30-2- 5 Wooster lead.
" At 16:02 Walton was inserted for the first
time. Ten seconds later she had blocked her
first shot and the Scotties seemed destined
for an easy win. That's when Defiance began
proving they deserved Nichols respect.
They regained the lead at 36-3- 5 on the
strength of superb outside shooting.
i Kit
A
BE ALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Just North o th College) "
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8- - 4:15
The kev to havino moneuf
1 later is with saving now. WeX
2 can help you with one of our -
many savings plans.' Let?
i your money grow so it can?
1 unlock tomorrow. X
'"--
: First xf, Federal
Saving & Loan Attociation
'j of Wpotter :'.
1812 Cleveland Road
i.m i ..-X- L --4
2647612
1
X I
The lead seesawed until 48-4- 8, with --
Wooster managing to stay close that long on
the ' strength of Kim Fischer's clutch
hooting and defense. Then the Scotties
simply seemed to run out of gas.
' Defiance hit a jumper and stole a tip in
which . Wooster had a clear height
advantage. Defiance's big Vic Martinich
drove baseline from the right drew the foul,
and hit the lay-u- p. Three-poin- t play. Second
later she drove baseline from the other side ',
drew the foul, but couldn't hit the free
throw. Defiance suddenly led 57-4- 9 with just
four minutes to go.
V Several outside jump shots and another
Martinich three-poin- t play later the Scotties
had fallen 68-5- 9. Defiance had hit a
remarkable 60 oercent for the second half,
mostly from the 15-2- 0 feet range. They,
finished at 47 percent for the game.
Wooster again outrebounded them 20-1- 4,
to hold a 46-2- 5 game advantage. But they
could not convert often enough to use that
strength. They only hit 38 percent for the
game and 30 turnovers made the conclusion
inevitable. -
. Bright spots for Wooster were Laura
Page
--with 18 points on 8-1- 2 from the fioM
and 2-- 3 from the line, Kim Fischer with 12
points on 6-1- 4 field shots, and Trish
Wilkinson who scored 5 second half points
and played capably as a substitute guard.
"This is a disappointing loss,", coach
Nichols said after the game. "We're a better
team but we didn't play better.' We made it
awfully tough on ourselves with all the
mental errors. You simply can't throw the
ball away that much; it really hurt."
Vv Plko'o Pec!:
Spring is Just Around the
Corner! Dig Out and Visit Us!
Threads
Liberated
OSHKOSH
Bibs $12.99
$12.00
N. Walnut
ssMStsrtstttfttrtt tr rr prr "
The Scotties now take a 3-- 3 record into
Friday's game with state power Denison at
Denison; They follow that with another
tough road opponent Dayton, on Monday.
; Wednesday evening the women's
basketball team lost its fourth straight game.
At the end of the first half Cedarville was
winning 32-2- 5. Wooster went 9 for 36 from
...... t
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Scotties
the field and had 15 turnovers. In the second
half Wooster came back from a 9-poi- nt
deficit to tie the game at 36 with 14:00 left on
the clock. Laura Page made two foul shots
with 7:40 on the clock to put her team ahead
48-4- 6. Cedarville out scored Wooster 19-- 6
for the remainder of the game to win by a
score of 65-5- 4.
Wrestlers 4th In GLCA
The Scot wrestling team finished fourth in
the . five-tea- m Great Lakes Colleges
Association meet held Saturday at DePaul
University in Greencastle, Ind.
Wabash College won the tournament
with 111 points, followed by Ohio Wesleyan
with 86, DePaul with 64, Wooster with 60
and Oberlin with 32.
The Scots came up with one surprise
champion in freshman Don Russell who
registered two pins and a superior decision
on his way to the 134-poun- d title. Russell's
efforts - earned him most outstanding
wrestler honors for the tournament.
"Don had a real good day," coach Phil
Shipe said. "Those two pins made a big
difference in his winning the most
outstanding wrestler award."
'. The Scots had two defending champions
and injuries prevented each from retaining
his crown. Senior co-capta- in Rob Seitz, the
defending champ at 134 pounds, did not
wrestle because of a knee injury suffered in
Jast week's loss to Malone. He is sidelined
for the remainder of the season.
Junior Joe Rapport, defending champ at
167, was wrestling for the first time this year
after recovering from a knee injury, and he
was far from being in peak condition.
The Scots' final tune-u- p before the Ohio
Conference tournament comes tomorrow
when they travel to Columbus to face a
tough Capital University team. '
This week's Scot Sport Schedule:
Basketball (17-4- , 9-- 2 first place in the OAC North) vs. Oberlin, Saturday, Feb. 18, 7:30
p.m. at home.
Wrestling (2-- 4, fourth of five teams at the GLCA tourney) vs. Capital, Sat., Feb. IS, away
Indoor track at the Ottprbein Invitational Fri.. Feb. 17.
Swimming (5-2- ) vs. Denison Sat., Feb. 18, 2 p.m., at home
Women's basketball (3-3- ) vs. Denison, Fri., Feb. 17, away and Dayton, Monday, Feb. 20,
away. -
; Cam era Shop
YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE!
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT
COMMERCIAL
BANKING & TRUST COMPANY
WITH YOU, OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS, IN MINDI
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
WE'RE NOW...
THE
GENTRALTRUST
COMPANY OF WAYNE COUNTY
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL TRUST of Wayne
County.. ..downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner.
Our state-wid- e Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
modernizing our main office; and installing the Day and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic to You, on campus!
DAY and 141 North Walnut
St.
.
and i'
Slauolanrl Rrl
NIGHT BANK .tPonage
